FEATURING WOLFGANG PUCK CATERING

The Center for Civil and Human Rights explores the
history of the American Civil Rights Movement and
advocates for universal human rights. Located in
central Atlanta, The Center features state-of-the-art
facilities, perfect for hosting personal, corporate and
special occasion events combined with the flavors
of Wolfgang Puck Catering. The Center provides
personalized planning for any occasion from
meetings and conferences, to weddings,
holiday parties and intimate dinners. Hosts
can reserve the entire Center or individually
book the Special Event Room, the PreFunction Lobby or numerous
other configurations to fit a full
spectrum of event needs.

ONE ENGAGING
VENUE. UNLIMITED
POSSIBILITIES.
The Center allows guests to experience
the significance of the Civil Rights Movement as
well as gain a deeper understanding of Global
Human Rights. Exhibits immerse and engage
visitors in the powerful motivations and
implications in the fight for global freedom,
equality and liberation. Individual galleries
provide focused examples with
impactful imagery, captivating artifacts
and effective storytelling to reinforce
and advance core universal human
rights. The Center offers a unique
tapestry to set the stage for
your next benefit gala, political
fundraiser, corporate training
meeting, wedding or art
exhibit opening.
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While the interactive exhibition galleries fascinate your guests, our professional staff
will delight them with fresh Wolfgang Puck flavors. Flexible seating, three areas for
food and drink and the capacity to hold up to 500 people make The Center an ideal
location for occasions of virtually any size.
EVENTS ROOM + PRE-FUNCTION LOBBY + MLK PAPERS GALLERY
With a seated dinner capacity of 150, a lecture space for 215 or a cocktail reception
for up to 250, this space provides a wide variety of options for any event. Guests
will enjoy private access to the Ivan Allen Jr. Blvd entrance and the Morehouse
College Martin Luther King Jr. Collection.
• FULL EVENTS ROOM
Our Events Room includes a dinner capacity of up to 150, a lecture space
for up to 175 or a cocktail celebration for up to 200. It is the perfect
environment for medium-sized events in a beautiful setting.
• HALF EVENTS ROOM
Our Events Room divides into two equal spaces, allowing guests to host
smaller gatherings in a state-of-the-art facility. This option provides a capacity
of up to 50 for dinner, 75 for lecture or 75 for cocktails — the perfect space
for a more intimate affair.

CREATE INSPIRED
EVENTS AT THE
CENTER FOR
CIVIL AND HUMAN
RIGHTS

EVENTS ROOM + PRE-FUNCTION LOBBY
Combining our Pre-Function Lobby with the Events Room allows guests to expand
the number of guests hosted with a seated dinner capacity of 150, a lecture space
for 200 or a cocktail reception for up to 250.
THE MOVE, FREE, ACT GALLERY + LOFT
Gather in the gallery that illustrates the interconnection between civil and
human rights. This compelling and unique space provides endless stimulus
for conversation and features a LED screens that you can customize for
your corporate event or social gathering.
MAIN LOBBY + GALLERIES
Our spectacular two-story space with balcony views overlooking the
interior atrium affords exceptional exterior views of Pemberton Place.
Enjoy complete access to the exhibit galleries within The Center’s 2nd
and 3rd floor spaces, and a full range of opportunities to bring together
a group of 75 for a seated dinner, 150 for an engaging lecture or
250 for a cocktail celebration.
MAIN LOBBY
Host an event in The Center’s Lobby with a seated dinner
capacity of 75, lecture space for up to 150 or a cocktail reception
for up to 100. Enjoy the expansive views of Pemberton Place
with wall-to-wall windows.

CUSTOMIZED
TO YOUR VISION
Regardless of size, style or season,
Wolfgang Puck Catering brings the
highest professional standards,
handcrafted food preparations and
attentive service to each event.
We tailor every celebration to
your preferred dining experience
with our customized dishes
and personalized planning to
accommodate a variety of
budgets and event styles.
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